Fishing License & Boat Registration Website Plugin Instructions

The Fishing License & Boat Registration Website Plugin was created to help make it easy for anglers and boaters to get out for a successful day on the water. This handy tool provides easy access to the online fishing license and/or boat registration website for every U.S. state. Users can either click the desired state on the map or select it from the drop-down menu to be taken directly to the state site. The plugin also allows for easy toggling between the license and registration links!

ADD TO YOUR WEBSITE

To feature this plugin on your own website, please copy and paste the following embed code into your webpage:

To display with Fishing License links as default:

```html
<iframe frameborder="0"
src="https://www.takemefishing.org/tmf/assets/banners/statemapsystem/statemapsystem.html?lang=en&pageType=license" target="_blank" scrolling="no" bgcolor="#C9D3DE"
style="position: relative; width: 100%; height: 800px; overflow: hidden;"/>
```

To display with Boat Registration links as default:

```html
<iframe frameborder="0"
src="https://www.takemefishing.org/tmf/assets/banners/statemapsystem/statemapsystem.html?lang=en&pageType=register" target="_blank" scrolling="no" bgcolor="#C9D3DE"
style="position: relative; width: 100%; height: 800px; overflow: hidden;"/>
```

The height and width of the tool can be changed if desired by adjusting the highlighted values above.

*Please Note* that the plugin is responsive, so it’s size will automatically conform to the size of the device being used to view the plugin (desktop, tablet, mobile). Pixel width must be greater than 600px for the clickable map to appear (desktop only). Otherwise, just a state selection drop-down option will be visible. See examples on the next page.

SUGGESTED WEBSITE COPY TO ACCOMPANY PLUGIN

One of the most important items any angler needs before they go fishing is their fishing license – a purchase that helps protect, preserve and enhance the sport of fishing today and for generations to come. Click on a state to find out everything you need to know about fishing licenses (or boat registrations).

TERMS OF USE

Terms and conditions for all content from the Take Me Fishing™ suite of online properties can be found at https://www.takemefishing.org/site-terms-of-use/.
The plugin, as seen on a desktop or large screen:
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Select a State to get a fishing license online.

Select a State ▼

Need a Boat Registration Too?
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The plugin, as seen on a mobile device or small screen:
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Select a State to get a fishing license online.

Select a State ▼

Need a Boat Registration Too?
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